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A
s the industry watches the growth of liq-
uid alternatives among institutional and 
individual investors, fund managers are 
also looking ahead. � e retirement mar-
ket may be the next frontier. It represents 
a large and growing pool of assets driven 

by the importance of retirement savings across multiple 
investment segments. How is growth in the retirement 
space opening the door to liquid alternative strategies?

There continues to be a structural shift in the market-
place from defined benefit (DB) to defined contribution 
(DC) plans. In fact, DC plans have become the central 
structure for retirement savings in the US. If you look 
at an IRA as a traditional wealth management solution 
with access to all kinds of investments, you can under-
stand why people often move money to an IRA. They 
want and need to access those advisers and more flexible 
investment options. Alternatives have become an impor-
tant part of those strategies as investors look for new 
ways to hedge risk. Exposure to these strategies outside 
of DC plans has led us to question why we cannot have 
those kinds of vehicles in DC plans.

HFMWeek (HFM): How can liquid alternatives fit 
into a DC plan?
One way for alternative investments to permeate the 
DC space is through the independent advisers and 
RIAs that act in a fiduciary capacity. These advisers 
often create their own advisory models. So when alter-
natives are included in these turnkey investment port-
folios or packaged investment advice, you inherently 
give plan participants the right structure to utilize alter-
natives. As we figure out how to embed these advice 
solutions we usher in the opportunity to access liquid 
alternatives.

Increasingly, plan advisers are focused on new strate-
gies to improve plan participant outcomes. They under-
stand how liquid alternatives can carry through to the plan 
participants and help mitigate risk while still capturing 
upside. But before plan advisers can feel comfortable rec-
ommending liquid alternatives to their clients, they need 
to feel that alternative managers are launching funds built 
on strategies that are transferable and will translate well 
into liquid form. Those funds with transferable strategies 
can now find a place in the growing segment.
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HFM: What is an attractive DC plan-focused alterna-
tive offering?
There are two elements that should be considered to 
make an alternative offering attractive to a DC plan. First, 
plan advisers need to examine what reasonably converts 
from the hedge fund space to the DC plan space. The 
strategy needs to feel like a daily liquid product, and 
not everything will prove to be transferable. Second, the 
DC plan space itself wants to know how to get 
greater access to hedge funds. DC platforms are 
evolving to accommodate less frequent liquidity 
events, so as hedge funds begin to understand 
what products work within the space, alignment 
will increase, driving more liquid alternatives 
into DC plans.

The challenge is to position liquid alternatives 
within these embedded advice solutions. One 
avenue to consider is packaged target date funds. 
By gaining access to the fund’s decision-mak-
ers, whether they are the portfolio managers or 
CIOs, alternatives managers can position them-
selves well within the larger DC plan strategy.

HFM: What are the common reservations 
when first considering including alternative 
strategies? How can they be addressed?
Ultimately, the performance of a DC plan is depend-
ent upon the fiduciary. As the fiduciary becomes more 
comfortable with alternatives, the trend to include these 
vehicles in a plan’s investment options will continue to 
grow. From a DC plan adviser’s standpoint, engendering 
that level of comfort is the biggest challenge. The DC 
plan advisor understands the value of these investments, 
but the fiduciary, the one who is truly responsible for the 
plan, has the biggest hurdle. The fiduciary must make 
decisions for the plan that are prudent. First they need 
to understand and educate themselves on the invest-
ment. Then balance the benefits of these new alternative 
investment vehicles with the liability and risk of incorpo-
rating them in the plan participants’ investment options.

Two facts that should not be ignored: DC plans offer 
ingredients for a successful outcome and plan 
participants can use all the help they can get. 
So, if an alternative strategy can help plan par-
ticipants see greater returns with no significant 
additional risk, then from an investment policy 
perspective it becomes a strategy worth con-
sidering. The bottom line should be whether 
liquid alternative funds can help produce greater 
returns without increasing an individual’s risk. If 
liquid alternative funds can get plan participants 
on a path to a more secure retirement, then they 
have a role in the DC plan.

HFM: What message do DC plan advisers 
need to communicate to DC plan fiduciaries?
Liquid alternatives can play an important role 
in a retirement plan. Fiduciaries need to under-
stand the benefits to their plan participants and 
their portfolios. Increased returns or hedges that 
reduce risk can increase returns which can have 
a significant impact over time.

But experience and comfort go hand in hand. These 
liquid alternative strategies might be completely new and 
unfamiliar to fiduciaries. We have seen the evolution of 
new products before. Mutual funds are household names 
now; eventually the same thing will happen with alterna-
tives and hedging strategies. As these strategies become 
more pervasive, fiduciaries will understand them better. 
When fiduciaries are more familiar with them, they will 

welcome alternatives into their plan lineups.

HFM: What are the most critical evaluations 
for DC plans to make when they are consider-
ing including alternative investments?
One could argue that fiduciaries have an obliga-
tion not only to avoid risk but to actively seek 
increasing returns. A fiduciary should not focus 
solely on how to demonstrate a prudent selection 
process. He or she needs to think about how to 
carry plan participants to an adequate retirement. 
A more progressive fiduciary wants to know where 
to look for investments that will deliver the best 
returns, while being mindful of the investment risk 
involved, and help participants grow their invest-
ments to the levels they need for a secure retire-
ment. That shift in the marketplace is an opportu-
nity that plan advisers can seize.

More plans are bringing in specific, professional invest-
ment fiduciaries. These fiduciaries do look to alternative 
vehicles, and they want to be innovative around the way 
they are being evaluated. These fiduciaries are still judged 
on the process and thoughtfulness of the investments 
they recommend, but are increasingly being judged on 
plan participant outcomes. If a plan adviser cannot show 
value with greater outcomes, the questions about the suc-
cess of the DC system will continue to be raised.

HFM: What are the next steps for advisers, liquid 
alternative managers and DC plan fiduciaries?
Education around liquid alternatives must continue for 
RIAs and the investment professionals within the indus-
try who are holding themselves out to be 401k or DC 

plan specialists.
Liquid alternative managers should also pro-

vide education and resources for DC plan fidu-
ciaries so the fiduciary is best equipped to make 
decisions about the prudence of the alternative 
fund in the DC plan. A plan fiduciary may even 
look to the alternative fund manager to help 
share investment liability.

While the role of a DC plan fiduciary remains 
the same, in providing prudent investment deci-
sions, the investments to consider are ever chang-
ing. With the growth of alternative investments, 
DC plan fiduciaries need to educate themselves 
on new products and how they will, or will not, 
fit into their DC plan investment menu. By con-
sistently evaluating new investment vehicles and 
asset allocations for suitability within a DC plan, 
plan participants will be well positioned to have 
adequate retirement savings through a combina-
tion of investment options fit to their needs and 
retirement savings goals. n

WITH THE GROWTH OF 
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, 
DC PLAN FIDUCIARIES NEED 
TO EDUCATE THEMSELVES 
ON NEW PRODUCTS AND 
HOW THEY WILL, OR WILL 
NOT, FIT INTO THEIR DC 

PLAN INVESTMENT MENU

” 

DC PLANS OFFER 
INGREDIENTS FOR A 

SUCCESSFUL OUTCOME AND 
PLAN PARTICIPANTS CAN 
USE ALL THE HELP THEY 

CAN GET

” 
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